En. Kmrz’s interpretation: “Everything starts beyond the wall. Then you remove the wall.”

Hanna’s conceptual model, but INVERTED

13/3/2014
STUDIO SESSION
HARINI.
THE CHOW KIT BACKPACKER HOSTEL

"Take what you need, leave what you can, your journey lies in your hands."
Site:
- Characteristics
- Iconic Arcade
- Landmark + Sources

[Diagram]

- Contextuality:
  - Landscape
  - Public Spaces
  - Complex

[Annotations]
Element of Step Houses

- Public Space
- Amenities
Architecture is to educate/teach people the meaning of "living" in a space.
orchestra, opera, dance (inside).

- ushnu, mandala.
- dragon dance, burn dance, flag dance, ushnu art (outside).
Current

? types

? classes - music lesson, art lesson, language

? exhibitions

? heat

? talks

open space

Library

Study

Architecture

Research rooms

Gallery

Auditorium

Open

Talks + seminars

Multi-purpose + stadium

Music, musical performances, dance, performance, competition

Studios
Musical Dance (Unison) — Theatre
Wushu Dance (Unison) — Public Plaza
Exhibition (Unison) — Gallery
Competition (Unison) — Hall
Library (Unison) — Library
COMMERCIAL - SHOPS

CULTURAL - PERFORM (FUTURE)

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
- STUDIO
- CLASSES

CULTURAL
- GALLERY
- LIBRARY
- PERFORM (INHER)

FUTURE
- COMMERCIAL
- SHARING CULTURAL HUB
- SHARING FACILITIES
Air-Universal Energy that permeates everything around:

- Inside & Outside building.
- Manifested in Yin Yang characteristic according to 5 elements.

Vibrant, alive & fresh.
Series of Courtyard.
Water element.
Permanent Activities.
Respond to MRT.

Terminal Bus

Arts Crafts
Tenants

Hosp. Commercial
Services land

Future Development

Gallery

Exhibition

Community

Library

Mural

Mural

Conf. B

Conf. C

Conf. D

Conf. E

Vehicle lane
COMMON AREA
1. CAFE + DINING AREA
2. LOUNGE
3. TV + COMP ROOM

PEDESTRIAN WALKWAY

LANDSCAPE
WAITING ROOMS
- Bigger: bring guests
- Sick waiting: not ok
- Toilet near -> easy change diapers
  G have big countertop
  G paper towel
  G large bin
- Special seating or climbing structure.
- tent provide individual exams
- patients don't mind
- From same neighborhood
  G have some interest.

OBSTETRIC + GYNECOLOGIST

OBSTETRICS: monthly visit

PATIENT FLOW:
WAITING ROOM -> WEIGHING AREA -> TOILET (URINE)
Nurse station at the center
- may have children
- Exam room: dressing

ROOM: TRANSFER TO EMERGENCY

Surgical theatre
2 maternity
2 quarantine

Linear arrangement.
Reception
Pharmacy
Emergency
Surgery

Hospital floor plan
Reception
Labor
poly
Doctor's office
Maternity (kia)
Nurse station
Pharmacy
Gurney Room: Transfer to emergency

Physical, emotional, spiritual: Sherri & Fringe
Jami (tonics)
XMAS CANDLE HOLDERS/ BOWLS OF COLOR/ GLASS
(SeeMelitta found)

Heller Coffee machine
A GOBLET

MUG (BEER)

SALT & PEPPER SHAKER

MELTING CUP (COCOON) 
1/2 OF RICHER

ALSO A TEA POT & MILK JUG IN COLOR.
Display Furniture for Stage Area.

(All dimensions are not final)

Frame.

Different materials:
- Wood
- Fabric
- Leather
- Metal

Glass Top

Red Leather

No Back Panel

Accessory

Accessory

Accessory

Accessory

Accessory

Accessory
Fletching too quickly at top rim - handle more gradual blend from round rim.

Round inside (some as long and)

Should appear equal

May have to be unequal to appear equal

Round corners slightly - looks too square

Add to blend

Add to blend

Add to blend